It’s time to
unmute
Join a tribe of changemakers committed to using
their voice to tackle the
world’s biggest problems

podcode.co/unmute

The journey of a message

From the ear, to the
brain, to the heart
Consistency, knowledge, and a positive relationship – those are
the foundational elements of trust. Podcasting is the medium that
gives us the best opportunity to build that trust with our
audience.
We buy from, work with, and take advice from people we trust.
A podcast delivers your message to your listener’s ears, at a time
and in an environment that suits them. Your knowledge and
expertise helps that message nd a space in your listener’s brain.
By showing up with consistency and speaking authentically, your
passion and their trust in you combine to drive that message
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home to your listener’s heart. That’s where trust lives.

The program in summary

Start a world-changing
podcast in 13 weeks
Unmute is a group program for people seeking

At the end of the program, you’ll have a trailer

to make an impact with their voice, to ask the

for your podcast and a plan for your rst few

questions no-one else will, and to uncover

episodes, along with all the gear and knowhow

answers through curiosity.

to make it work.

Over the course of 13 weeks, a small number

You’ll also be invited to showcase your work as

of purpose-led creators will work on their

part of the Unmute Upfronts: a live-streamed

own individual podcasts. Unmute mixes one-

event attended by your friends, colleagues, and

to-one mentoring, group dialog, and self-

an invited guest-list including industry

directed learning. Whether you’re a seasoned

luminaries and journalists.

podcaster or have never picked up a mic, you’ll
have the support you need to unite your tribe,
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and drive change.

You’ve got this
If you’re thinking “why would anyone want to hear from me?”,
you’re in the right place. Together we’ll build your creative
con dence, so you can tap into your innate gifts as a natural
storyteller.
Sharing your voice can make even the most con dent person
feel vulnerable. Your cohort and your mentor are all invested in
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making sure you sound your best.

We’re all behind you
Everything from what mic to buy, to editing audio (spoiler: it’s
as easy as editing a Google Doc). It’s all covered in course
material, and there’s plenty of chances to ask questions.
Not only will you learn from others in your cohort, you’ll have
the chance to cross-promote and collaborate in a way few
podcasters get to do from day one. Finally, a network effect
you can tap into.

Successful podcasts put the listener rst. Through exercises
and workshops, you’ll work on your podcast’s mission
statement, and build a listener persona so you know how to
nd your true fans.
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Your listeners can’t
wait to meet you

Meet Mark

Your podcast mentor
Traveling to work on the train one day, I was listening to an
episode of a podcast that told the story of a father who used
interactive art to express a moment of profound grief. As the train
pulled into the station and I walked along the platform, I heard
something in the episode that made me immediately have to nd
a quiet alcove where I could burst into tears.
We’re open to deeper connection and more emotive experiences
because podcasts come along with us, whether we’re commuting,
walking the dog, or having a moment to ourselves before bed. I
believe the key to a successful podcast is in providing authentic

I work with best-selling authors, entrepreneurs,

human connection, whether that’s with you or a wider

artists, and TV personalities. My work has been

community.

showcased by the BBC, I created the British
Podcast Awards Bullseye category, and I’m a
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member of the Podcast Academy.

“Some people instinctively make good ideas
better, they can't help but elevate; Mark is one of
them. This is the kind of personality everyone
needs on their side - especially in this industry
because podcasting can be a lonely and
relentless business.”
Lucy Clayton
Dress: Fancy & How to Go to Work

Program content

Modules
1

2

Start with who

5

Find your audience and create a single mission

Learn how to plan a single episode and a whole season,

statement that addresses what they need

plus how to book great guests for your show

Find your voice
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Find your format
Explore ways to structure your message and showcase

conversations
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People, time, & money
Get to grips with the gear you need to record, and the
time it’ll take to make an episode

Edit
Create actionable content for your listeners by saying

others’ voices
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Record
How to use the mic like a pro, and record remote

Captivate us with your innate storytelling gifts

3

Plan & research

“no”
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Write great show notes
Write inviting and useful show notes that turn your
latest episode into an evergreen resource

Program content

Modules
9

10

Promote & engage

12

Discover how 15 minutes a day can help you grow your

Upload your work for the world to hear via Apple

podcast’s audience

Podcasts, Spotify, and more

Your podcast beacon

13

private listening party on WhatsApp to get feedback

North Star

Make your trailer
Combine everything you’ve learned into a short trailer
for your podcast

Build your street team
Assemble your crack marketing squad and hold a

Put together a document that acts as your podcast’s

11

Publish

and build buzz
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The Unmute Upfronts
Bring your friends and family to your podcast showcase,
where your work will be unveiled in front of an audience
including industry luminaries

Let’s talk numbers

Price and timetable
Mar 21 Applications open
Apr 29 Applications close
May 2

Program begins

Aug 4

Launch your podcast at the Unmute Upfronts

This rst run of the program is offered at an introductory price
of $1,200 (around £920 or €1100), with the option to pay in
instalments at no extra cost.
You’ll have access to course material for a month after the
program has nished. After that, you’ll be invited to join our
community. We’ll talk more about that later.
The next cohort will start in September 2022, at a higher price. Space on this
program is limited. Applications close on Apr 29.
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To join this cohort, go to podcode.link/unmute

“Mark gently invited me to consider having a
format, structure, and revisiting my expectations
for it. He also indulged my playful side,
encouraging me to channel something more of
myself into the podcast, as well as having those
boundaries to contain what/who the podcast is
for.“

Chris Kenworthy
Pessimist’s Guide to a Hopeful Future

In a little more detail

Just so you know
Work through at your own pace. Most of the modules have

The success of your podcast is down to your existing audience,

exercises for you to work through, and there is supplementary

your hard work, and the quality of your communication.

course material for you to explore. Modules are presented week
by week, with a group Zoom call to kick off each module.
Group programs work best when everyone’s invested in their
peers’ success. Meeting your cohort gives you the opportunity
to collaborate, and ampli es the learning. Plus, when it comes
to launching your show, you’ll have a few already-invested
listeners who’ll look forward to your next episode, and can help
you spread the word.
You won’t be left behind if you can’t make a session or two. But
if you’re unable to make any sessions, you’ll miss out on the
opportunity to check in with your cohort, which is a vital part of
the program.
Everyone will agree to the same code of conduct, which
requires that people not share anything without permission. We
believe that learning out loud is part of the process of
podcasting, but if you’d rather keep things under wraps, we’ll all
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respect your decision.

We’ll cover aspects of promotion, but this program won’t teach
you how to be a chart-topping success or a money-making
enterprise (no good program can).
What we can do is help you show up for your audience, build
trust within your tribe, and craft messages worth spreading.
That said, we’ll be inviting podcast press to our Unmute
Upfronts, which will be open to your friends, family and
colleagues. That means lots of new people who’ll hear about
your podcast for the rst time, who otherwise wouldn’t.
If you have any questions, email mark@podcode.co and we
can setup a call.

“I don't know if it's possible to like a person more
– Mark is amazing. He is helping me come out of
my shell and become visible in a way that I
didn't even realize I needed. I couldn't have
imagined a better guide in the process of
starting a podcast, and we've only just begun.”
Anna Kolak
The Naked Art of Living

You’re going to
be amazing.
mark@podcode.co
+44 (0) 7846 272 280

podcode.link/unmute

